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Abstract
Recently, a purely quantum version of polar codes has been proposed in [3] based
on a quantum channel combining and splitting procedure, where a randomly chosen
two-qubit Clifford unitary acts as channel combining operation. Here, we consider
the quantum polar code construction using the same channel combining and split-
ting procedure as in [3] but with a fixed two-qubit Clifford unitary. For the family
of Pauli channels, we show that the polarization happens although in multilevels,
where synthesised quantum virtual channels tend to become completely noisy, half-
noisy or noiseless. Further, it is shown that half-noisy channels can be frozen by
fixing their inputs in either amplitude or phase basis, which reduces the number of
preshared EPR pairs with respect to the construction in [3]. We also give an upper
bound on the number of preshared EPR pairs, which is an equality in the case of
quantum erasure channel. To improve the speed of polarization, we provide an al-
ternative construction, which again polarizes in multilevel way and the earlier upper
bound on preshared EPR pairs also holds. We confirm by numerical analysis for a
quantum erasure channel that the multilevel polarization happens relatively faster
for the alternative construction.
1 Introduction
Polar codes are a family of capacity achieving codes for any binary-input, discrete, mem-
oryless classical channel, with efficient encoding and decoding algorithms. Polar codes
have been generalized for quantum channels in two different ways. The first generaliza-
tion is a CSS like construction which uses polar codes for classical-quantum (cq) channels
in amplitude and phase basis [5, 6, 8, 9]. This construction achieves symmetric coherent
information for any qubit-input quantum channel and has an efficient decoding algo-
rithm for Pauli channels. Recently, another construction has been given, namely purely
quantum polar codes that achieves symmetric coherent information for any qubit-input
quantum channel and also has efficient decoding for Pauli channels [3]. The purely quan-
tum construction relies on a specific quantum recursive channel combining and splitting
procedure, where a randomly chosen two-qubit Clifford unitary combines two copies of
a quantum channel. The recursive channel combining and splitting procedure synthe-
sises so called virtual channels, which tend to be either "completely noisy", or "noiseless"
as quantum channels, not merely in one basis. The code is entanglement assisted as pre-
shared EPR pairs need to be supplied for completely noisy channels. Moreover, it is also
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shown that choosing channel combining operation from a set of 9 two-qubit Clifford uni-
taries, or from a set of just 3 two-qubit Clifford unitaries for Pauli channels, is sufficient
to achieve polarization.
In this work, we consider the following two questions arising naturally from [3]; the
first question, whether polarization can still be achieved when the channel combining
operation is a fixed two-qubit Clifford unitary, and the second, whether it is possible to
reduce the number of preshared EPR pairs.
For the first question, we show that the Pauli channels polarize using the same chan-
nel combining and splitting procedure as defined in [3], but with a fixed two qubit Clif-
ford gate as channel combining operation. However, polarization happens in multilevels,
instead of two levels. In particular, the synthesised virtual channels can also be half-noisy
except being completely noisy or noiseless. The half-noisy channels need to be frozen by
fixing their inputs in either amplitude or phase basis, while preshared EPR pairs are re-
quired for completely noisy channels as before. As some of the bad channels are frozen
in either amplitude or phase basis, the quantum polar code constructed here requires less
number of preshared EPR pairs than the construction in [3]. Furthermore, we also give
an upper bound on the number of preshared EPR pairs, which is an equality for quantum
erasure channels. In particular, for a quantum erasure channel with erasure probability
, the fraction of preshared EPR pairs is 2, while it is  for the construction proposed
in [3]. Therefore, for the second question, the number of preshared EPR pairs have been
reduced significantly by taking advantage of the multilevel nature of polarization. Fur-
ther, decoding can also be efficiently performed by decoding a classical polar code on a
classical channel with 4-symbol input alphabet similar to [3].
Finally, we present a slightly different construction utilizing a quantum circuit equiv-
alence and show by a computer program that the multilevel polarization occurs relatively
faster for this alternative construction for a quantum erasure channel, while requiring the
same number of preshared EPR pairs as the first construction.
The paper has been organized as follows: in Section 2, we recall some useful def-
initions and properties of quantum polar code proposed in [3], and definitions of the
symmetric mutual information and the Bhattacharyya parameter of a classical channel
are given. In Section 3, we introduce noiseless, half-noisy, and noisy channels. In Sec-
tion 4, for Pauli channels, we show the multilevel polarization into noiseless, half-noisy,
and noisy channels, using a fixed two-qubit Clifford as channel combining operation. In
Section 5, it is shown that the multilevel polarization can be used to construct an effi-
cient quantum polar code. Further, we give an upper bound on the number of preshared
EPR pairs, and a fast polarization property that ensures reliable decoding. Finally, in Sec-
tion 6, we propose an alternative construction to improve the speed of polarization, and
in Section 7, it is shown by numerical simulation that the speed of polarization improves
significantly for a quantum erasure channel, when alternative construction is used for
constructing the quantum polar code.
2 Preliminary
Notations: Let Pn denote the Pauli group on n qubits, Cn be the n-qubit Clifford group,
and P¯n “ Pn{t˘1,˘iu the Abelian group obtained by taking the quotient of Pn by its
centralizer. We write P¯1 “ tI,X, Y, Zu, and P¯2 “ tu  v|u, v P P1u – P¯1 ˆ P¯1. The
conjugate action of C P C2 on P¯2, denoted by ΓC , is an automorphism of P¯2 such that
ΓCpu vq :“ Cpu vqC:. When no confusion is posible, we shall simply denote ΓC by Γ.
We now recall several definitions and properties of quantum polar codes from [3] that
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we will need for multilevel polarization, and the definitions of the symmetric mutual
information and the Bhattacharyya parameter.
2.1 Quantum polarization for Pauli channels
Definition 1. (Classical counterpart of a Pauli channel). Let N be a Pauli channel, that is,
N pρq “ řu puuρu for u P P¯1. The classical counterpart of N , denoted by N#, is a classical
channel with input and output alphabet P¯1 and transition probabilities N#pu | vq “ pw, where
w P P¯1 is such that uv “ w.
Definition 2. (Classical mixture of Pauli (CMP) channels). A Classical Mixture of Pauli (CMP)
channels is a quantum channel,N pρq “ řx λx|xyxx|Nxpρq, where t|xyuxPX is some orthonor-
mal basis of an auxiliary system, Nx are Pauli channels, and λx is a probability distribution on
X .
The definition of the classical counterpart of Pauli channel from 1 can be extended to
the case of CMP channels by defining the classical counterpart N# as the mixture of
classical channels N#x , where N#x is used with probability λx. Hence, input and output
alphabet of N# is P¯1 and X ˆ P¯1, respectively, and the transition probability is given by
N#px, u | vq “ λxNxpu | vq, for any x P X , and u, v P P¯1.
Definition 3. (Equivalent classical channels) Given two classical channels U and V , we say they
are equivalent, and denote it by U ” V , if they are defined by the same transition probability
matrix up to a permutation of rows and columns.
We now recall the channel combining and splitting procedure on two copies of a
quantum channel WA1ÑB , where A1 is the channel input and B is the output. Two in-
stances of the quantum channelWA1ÑB are combined using a two qubit Clifford unitary
C as channel combining operation, as below
pW ’C Wqpρ1  ρ2q “WA11ÑB1 WA12ÑB2 `Cpρ1  ρ2qC:q˘ . (1)
Then they are split into quantum virtual channels, bad channelW CW and good chan-
nelW C W , as following
pW C WqA11ÑB1B2pρq “WA11ÑB1 WA12ÑB2 ˆC ˆρ 12
˙
C:
˙
. (2)
pW C WqA12ÑR1B1B2pρq “WA11ÑB1 WA12ÑB2 ´C ´ΦR1A11  ρ¯C:¯ . (3)
Quantum polar code is constructed by recursively applying the above channel combin-
ing and splitting procedure on 2n copies of the quantum channel W , for n ą 0, which
synthesises 2n quantum virtual channels, W i1¨¨¨in , with ti1 ¨ ¨ ¨ inu P t0, 1un [3] (see also
Section 5).
When W is a CMP channel, it is shown in [3] that the synthesised virtual channels
W i1¨¨¨in are also CMP channels. Therefore, one can define classical counterpart forW i1¨¨¨in ,
which is denoted byW i1¨¨¨in#. Furthermore, the classical channel combining and splitting
procedure is defined for two copies ofW#, the classical counterpart of the CMP channel
W , using permutation Γ as channel combining operation. The channel combining in this
case is given by
pW# ’Γ W#qpy1, y2|u, vq “W#2py1, y2|Γpu, vqq, (4)
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where u, v P P¯1. The channel splitting yields bad channelW# ΓW#, and good channel
W# ΓW#, as following
W# ΓW#py1, y2|uq “ÿ
v
1
4
pW# ’Γ W#qpy1, y2|u, vq, (5)
W# ΓW#py1, y2, u|vq “ 1
4
pW# ’Γ W#qpy1, y2|u, vq, (6)
Once again, by applying the above channel combining and splitting recursively on 2n
copies of the classical channelW#, we obtain 2n classical virtual channels,W#i1¨¨¨in , with
ti1 ¨ ¨ ¨ inu P t0, 1un. It is shown thatW i1¨¨¨in# ” W#i1¨¨¨in , which basically means thatW
andW# polarize simultaneously under the recursive construction under their respective
channel combining and splitting (see Proposition 20 and Corollary 21 in [3]). Therefore,
it would be sufficient to prove polarization for any one of the two constructions as this
would imply the polarization for the remaining one. In this work, we shall consider the
recursive construction on classical counterpartW# to show multilevel polarization.
2.2 Symmetric mutual information and Bhattacharyya parameter
From now on, we denote W :“ W# for the sake of clarity. Recall that W is a classi-
cal channel with input alphabet P¯1. Note that P¯1 is isomorphic to the additive group
pt00, 01, 10, 11u,‘q, where ‘ denotes bitwise sum modulo 2. We shall identify I ” 00,
Z ” 01, X ” 10, and Y ” 11, throughout this paper. Using this identification, we may
write P¯1 “ t00, 01, 10, 11u, or sometimes P¯1 “ t0, 1, 2, 3u, the notation will be clear from
the context.
We will require the symmetric mutual information of W , which is given by
IpW q “ 1
4
ÿ
y
ÿ
xPP¯1
W py|xq log2
W py|xq
P pyq , (7)
where P pyq “ 14
ř
x1PP¯1 W py|x1q. For any x, x1, d P P¯1, further define following two infor-
mation measures IpWx,x1q and IdpW q,
IpWx,x1q “
ÿ
y
1
2
”
W py|xq log2
W py|xq
1
2 rW py|xq `W py|x1qs
`W py|x1q log2
W py|x1q
1
2 rW py|xq `W py|x1qs
ı
.
(8)
IdpW q “ 1
4
ÿ
x
IpWx,x‘dq. (9)
Note that IpWx,x1q is the symmetric mutual information of the binary-input channel ob-
tained by restricting the input alphabet of W to tx, x1u Ď P¯1.
For x, x1, x2, d P P¯1, define
ZpWx,x1q :“
ÿ
y
a
W py|xqW py|x1q. (10)
ZdpW q :“ 1
4
ÿ
xPP¯1
ZpWx,x‘dq (11)
“ 1
2
rZpW0,dq ` ZpWx2,x2‘dqs, for any x2 ‰ 0, d, (12)
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where (12) follows from ZpWx,x1q “ ZpWx1,xq. Also, ZpWx,xq “ 1, @x P P¯1, therefore
ZdpW q “ 1 for d “ 0. The Bhattacharyya parameter of non-binary input channel W
from [7] is given by
ZpW q :“ 1
12
ÿ
x,x1PP¯1:x‰x1
ZpWx,x1q “ 1
3
ÿ
dPP¯1:d‰0
ZdpW q. (13)
We have the following inequalities for IpW q and ZpW q from [7]
IpW q ě log2
4
1` 3ZpW q . (14)
IpW q ď 6plog2eq
a
1´ ZpW q2. (15)
The first inequality implies that IpW q Ñ 2 as ZpW q Ñ 0, and the second inequality
implies that IpW q Ñ 0 as ZpW q Ñ 1.
3 Noiseless, half-noisy and noisy channels
In the lemma below, we show that if any two parameters from the set tZdpW qu3d“1, de-
fined in (12), approach 1, the remaining third parameter will also go to 1.
Lemma 4. For any td1, d2, d3u “ t1, 2, 3u, if Zd1pW q ě 1´ 1 and Zd2pW q ě 1´ 2 then,
Zd3pW q ě 1´ 3, where 3 “ 4p
?
1 `?2q2. (16)
Proof. For x P P¯1, consider a vector ~Apxq such that ~Apxq “ p
a
W py|xq, y P Y q. It follows
that ~Apxq ¨ ~Apx1q “ ZpWx,x1q and | ~Apxq ´ ~Apx1q| “
b
2
`
1´ ZpWx,x1q
˘
. Using the triangle
inequality and d1 ‘ d2 “ d3, we have,b`
1´ ZpWx,x‘d3q
˘ ďb`1´ ZpWx,x‘d1q˘`b`1´ ZpWx‘d1,x‘d1‘d2q˘. (17)
For d P td1, d2u, we have that ZdpW q ě 1 ´  ùñ p1 ´ ZpWx,x‘dqq ď 4,@x. Then,
from (17), b`
1´ ZpWx,x‘d3q
˘ ď 2p?1 `?2q,@x
ùñ Zd3pW q ě 1´ 4p?1 `?2q2.
We now define the partial channels of non-binary input channel W .
Definition 5. (Partial channels). Consider x “ x1x2 P P¯1 “ t00, 01, 10, 11u is given as channel
input ofW . We define the following three binary-input channels that are obtained by randomizing
one bit of information from x,
W r1s : x1 Ñ y; W r1spy|0q “ W py|00q `W py|01q
2
, W r1spy|1q “ W py|10q `W py|11q
2
. (18)
W r2s : x2 Ñ y; W r2spy|0q “ W py|00q `W py|10q
2
, W r2spy|1q “ W py|01q `W py|11q
2
. (19)
W r3s : x1 ‘ x2 Ñ y; W r3spy|0q “ W py|00q `W py|11q
2
, W r3spy|1q “ W py|01q `W py|10q
2
. (20)
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In particular, partial channel W r1s takes x1 as input while randomizes x2, partial channel
W r2s takes x2 as input while randomizes x1, and partial channel W r3s takes x1 ‘ x2 as
input while randomizes both x1 and x2, individually. For td1, d2, d3u “ t1, 2, 3u, the
above three definitions can be merged into the following
W rd1spy|0q “ W py|0q `W py|d1q
2
, and W rd1spy|1q “ W py|d2q `W py|d3q
2
. (21)
We now prove the following lemmas for tZdpW qu3d“1 and tZpW rdsqu3d“1.
Lemma 6. Given td1, d2, d3u “ t1, 2, 3u, we have the following inequalities which bear similar-
ities to Lemmas 9 and 10 from [4]:
1. ZpW rd1sq ď Zd2pW q ` Zd3pW q.
2. ZpW rd1sq ě ZdipW q, where ZdipW q “ maxpZd2pW q, Zd3pW qq.
3. IpW q ď 13
ř
dPt1,2,3u
a
1´ ZdpW q2 ` 13
ř
dPt1,2,3u
a
1´ ZpW rdsq2.
Proof. Proof is given in Appendix A.
Lemma 7. Given Zd1pW q ď , Zd2pW q ď , and Zd3pW q ě 1 ´ , with  ą 0, and
td1, d2, d3u “ t1, 2, 3u, then
(i) IpW rd3sq P r1´ log2p1` 2q, 1s.
(ii) |IpW q ´ IpW rd3sq| ď ∆, where ∆ “ ?2` log2p1` 2q.
Proof. Point (i): Since W rd3s is a binary-input channel, IpW rd3sq ď 1. From point 1 of
Lemma 6, we have
ZpW rd3sq ď Zd1pW q ` Zd2pW q ď 2. (22)
Using the inequality IpWbq ě 1 ´ log2p1 ` ZpWbqq for any binary-input channel Wb
from [1], we can lower bound IpW rd3sq, as following
IpW rd3sq ě 1´ log2p1` 2q. (23)
Therefore,
IpW rd3sq P r1´ log2p1` 2q, 1s. (24)
Point (ii): From point 2 of Lemma 6, we have
ZpW rdisq ě Zd3pW q ě 1´ ,@di “ d1, d2. (25)
Substituting the lower bound on ZdpW q, i.e., Zd1pW q “ Zd2pW q “ 0, Zd3pW q “ 1 ´ ,
and the lower bound on ZpW rdsq from (22) and (25), i.e., ZpW rd1sq “ ZpW rd2sq “ 1 ´
, ZpW rd3sq “ 0, in point 3 of Lemma 6, we have the following upper bound on IpW q,
IpW q ď 1`?2. (26)
From inequality in (14), IpW q can also be lower bounded, as below
IpW q ě log2
4
2` 
6
ě 1´ log2p1`

2
q. (27)
From (26) and (27), we have
IpW q P r1´ log2p1`

2
q, 1`?2s. (28)
From (24) and (28), we have
|IpW q ´ IpW rd3sq| ď ∆, (29)
where ∆ “ max `?2` log2p1` 2q, log2p1` 2qq “ ?2` log2p1` 2˘.
We can now define the noiseless, half-noisy, and noisy channels.
Definition 8. Given δ ą 0, a channel W is said to be:
(i) δ-noiseless if Z1pW q ă δ, Z2pW q ă δ, and Z3pW q ă δ.
(ii) δ-noisy if Z1pW q ą 1´ δ, and Z2pW q ą 1´ δ.
(iii) δ-half-noisy of type d3, if Zd1pW q ă δ, Zd2pW q ă δ, and Zd3pW q ą 1 ´ δ, with
td1, d2, d3u “ t1, 2, 3u.
Recall that W takes as input two bits x1x2, where x1, x2, and x1 ‘ x2 are inputs to the
partial channels W r1s,W r2s, and W r3s, respectively.
If W is such that Z1pW q ă δ, Z2pW q ă δ, and Z3pW q ă δ, using (14), we have that
IpW q Ñ 2 as δ Ñ 0. Therefore, we call W , δ-noiseless.
If W is such that Z1pW q ą 1´ δ, Z2pW q ą 1´ δ, using (15) and from Lemma 4, we have
that IpW q Ñ 0 as δ Ñ 0. For this reason, we call W , δ-noisy.
IfW is such thatZd1pW q ď δ, Zd2pW q ď δ, andZd3pW q ě 1´δ, with td1, d2, d3u “ t1, 2, 3u
and δ Ñ 0, from point piq of Lemma 7, binary-input partial channel W rd3s tends to be
noiseless, that is, IpW rd3sq Ñ 1. Take d3 “ 1, without loss of generality. Then, we can
reliably transmit one bit of information, namely x1, the input to the partial channel W r1s,
using W . Moreover, from point piiq of Lemma 7, IpW rd3sq Ñ IpW q. Thus, the remaining
one bit from the input of W , namely x2, the input to the partial channel W r2s, can be
frozen (fixed) without any information being lost. For this reason, we call W , “δ-half-
noisy of type d3”.
4 Multilevel polarization
In this section, we show that the CMP channels polarize into noiseless, half-noisy or noisy
channels, under the recursive channel combining and splitting procedure using a fixed
two qubit Clifford as channel combining operation. We take the following two-qubit gate
as channel combining operation.
H W Y1
X1
U
H WX2 Y2V
Figure 1: Two-qubit Clifford gate L. Here H is the Hadamard gate.
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The above two-qubit Clifford unitary L generates the same permutation Γ on P¯1ˆ P¯1
as the Clifford L3,3 from [3, Figure 4]. As only permutation Γ matters for the polarization
of Pauli channels, the gate L is equivalent to L3,3 for our purposes. Note that the gate L
applies the same single qubit gate, namely the Hadamard gateH , on both qubits after the
CNOT gate. Also, it is important to mention that multilevel polarization may not happen
for all the Cliffords given in [3, Figure 4].
We will use the recursive construction on the classical counterpart of CMP channel
W :“ W# to prove multilevel polarization. The channel combining operation for two
copies of W is ΓpLq, the permutation generated by conjugate action of L on P¯1 ˆ P¯1,
which is depicted in the following figure1,
H W y1
u2, u1 ‘ v1
u1, u2
H W
u2 ‘ v2, v1
y2v1, v2
Figure 2: The permutation ΓpLq. To avoid any possible confusion, bits of input and
output symbols are separated here by a comma.
From (5) and (6), the virtual channels obtained after performing channel combining and
splitting procedure on two copies of W , using ΓpLq as channel combining operation, are
given by
pW W qpy1, y2|u1, u2q “ 1
4
ÿ
v1,v2
W py1|u2, u1 ‘ v1qW py2|u2 ‘ v2, v1q, (30)
pW W qpy1, y2, u1, u2|v1, v2q “ 1
4
W py1|u2, u1 ‘ v1qW py2|u2 ‘ v2, v1q, (31)
where u1, u2, v1, v2 P t0, 1u. From the chain rule of mutual information, we have that
IpW W q ` IpW W q “ 2IpW q, (32)
which means that the mutual information is preserved under the above channel combin-
ing and splitting procedure.
We now give the following two lemmas.
Lemma 9. The following equalities hold for the good channel W W ,
Z1pW W q “ Z2pW q. (33)
Z2pW W q “ Z1pW q2. (34)
Proof. Proof is given in Appendix B.
Lemma 10. The following inequalities hold for the partial channels, pWW qris and pWW qris,
for all i P t1, 2u,
Z
`pW W qr1s˘ ď 2ZpW r2sq ´ ZpW r2sq2. (35)
Z
`pW W qr2s˘ “ ZpW r1sq. (36)
Z
`pW W qr1s˘ “ Z1pW qZpW r2sq. (37)
Z
`pW W qr2s˘ ď ZpW r1sq. (38)
1Recall that 00 ” I, 01 ” Z, 10 ” X, 11 ” Y .
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Proof. Proof is given in Appendix C.
Define W 0 :“ W  W and W 1 :“ W  W , and consider the recursive application of
channel combining and splitting procedure, pW,W q ÞÑ pW 0,W 1q. After two steps of
polarization, we have a set of four virual channels, pW i1qi2 ,@i1i2 P t0, 1u2, and similarly
after n polarization steps, we have 2n virtual channels, pW i1¨¨¨in´1qin ,@i1 ¨ ¨ ¨ in P t0, 1un .
We now state the multilevel polarization theorem.
Theorem 11. Let tW i1¨¨¨inui1,¨¨¨inPt0,1un be the set of virtual channels obtained after n steps of
polarization, when permutation ΓpLq is used as channel combining operation. Then, for any
δ ą 0,
lim
nÑ8
#ti1 ¨ ¨ ¨ in P t0, 1un |W i1¨¨¨in is either δ-noiseless, δ-half-noisy of type 1 or 2, or δ-noisyu
2n
“ 1.
Note that it is sufficient to prove the above theorem assuming that n goes to infinity
through even values, 2, 4, 6, . . . Indeed if the above theorem holds for n going to infinity
through even values, we can set W “ W i1 , for all i1 P t0, 1u, and then it implies that it
also holds for n going to infinity through odd values. Therefore, from now on, we shall
assume that n “ 2m.
Note that the upper bound on ZpW i1 rdsq,@i1 P t0, 1u from (35)-(38), is a function
of ZpW rd1sq, with td, d1u “ t1, 2u. Therefore, after applying the transform pW,W q Ñ
pW 0,W 1q twice, we get an upper bound onZpW i1i2 rdsq,@i1i2 P t0, 1u2, which is a function
of ZpW rdsq. For this reason, it is convenient to consider even steps of polarization, i.e.,
n “ 2m, and use pW,W,W,W q Ñ pW 00,W 01,W 10,W 11q as basic transform for recursion.
For any given sequence i1 ¨ ¨ ¨ in P t0, 1un, we write i1 ¨ ¨ ¨ in “ ω1 ¨ ¨ ¨ωm, such that ωk “
i2k´1i2k P t0, 1u2,@k ą 0.
To prove Theorem 11, we will express the limit therein as the probability of a certain
event on a probability space. Therefore, suppose that tBi : i “ 0, 1, . . .8u is a sequence of
random i.i.d variables, where eachBi, i ě 0, takes values in t0, 1u2 with equal probability,
meaning that P pBi “ 00q “ P pBi “ 01q “ P pBi “ 10q “ P pBi “ 11q “ 14 , defined on a
probability space pΩ,F , P q. Let F0 “ tφ,Ωu be the trivial σ-algebra and Fm, m ě 1 be the
σ-field generated by pB1, . . . , Bmq. Define a random sequence of channels tWm : m ě 0u
on the probability space, such that W0 “W , and at any time m ě 1, Wm “Wωmm´1, where
ωm P t0, 1u2 is the value of Bm. Therefore, if B1 “ ω1, B2 “ ω2, . . . , Bm “ ωm, we have
that Wm “Wω1¨¨¨ωm .
For any 0 ă δ ă 12 , we define the following events on probability space,
A “ tω P Ω : Dm0,@m ě m0,Wm is δ-noiselessu. (39)
B “ tω P Ω : Dm0,@m ě m0,Wm is δ-half-noisy of type 1u. (40)
C “ tω P Ω : Dm0,@m ě m0,Wm is δ-half-noisy of type 2u. (41)
D “ tω P Ω : Dm0,@m ě m0,Wm is δ-noisyu. (42)
The intersection of any two of the above sets is the null set. Note that the limit in The-
orem 11 is equal to P pA Y B Y C Y Dq, hence Theorem 11 states that one of the events
A,B,C,D occurs with probability 1 as n goes to infinity. We first prove the following
Lemmas 12, 13 and 14, and then the above polarization theorem.
Lemma 12. Consider a stochastic process tTm : m ě 0u defined on pΩ,F , P q such that it
satisfies the following properties:
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1. Tm takes values in r0, 1s and is measurable with respect to Fm, that is, T0 is a constant and
Tm is a function of pB1, B2, . . . , Bmq.
2. Process tpTm,Fmq : m ě 0u is a super-martingale.
3. Tm`1 “ T 2m with probability 12 .
Then, the limit T8 “ limmÑ8 Tm exists with probability 1, and T8 takes values in t0, 1u.
Proof. The proof is similar to [1, Proposition 9]. Since the process tpTm,Fmq : m ě 0u is a
super-martingale, Tm converges with probability 1. This gives the proof of the first part,
which implies that limmÑ8|Tm`1´Tm| “ 0. As Tm`1 “ T 2m with probability 12 , it follows
that Tm takes values in t0, 1u.
Lemma 13. For all d = 1, 2, the process tZpW rdsm q : m ě 0u defined on pΩ,F , P q, is a super-
martingale and there exist q1 “ q1pdq, q2 “ q2pdq P t0, 1u2, such that when Bm`1 P tq1, q2u,
ZpW rdsm`1q ď ZpW rdsm q2.
Proof. For d “ 1, using (35)-(38) with W “Wm, we get
ZpW 00m r1sq ď 2ZpW 0mr2sq ´ ZppW 0mqr2sq2 ď 2ZpW r1sm q ´ ZpW r1sm q2, (43)
ZpW 01m r1sq ď Z1pW 0mqZpW 0mr2sq ď ZpW r1sm q2, (44)
ZpW 10m r1sq ď 2ZpW 1mr2sq ´ ZpW 1mr2sq2 ď 2ZpW r1sm q ´ ZpW r1sm q2, (45)
ZpW 11m r1sq “ Z1pW 1mqZpW 1mr2sqq ď Z2pWmqZpW r1sm q, (46)
where the second inequality in (44) uses the inequalityZ1pW 0q ď ZpW 0r2sq from [Lemma 6,
point 2], and second inequality in (46) uses Z1pW 1mq “ Z2pWmq from (33). From (43)-(46)
and Z2pW q ď ZpW r1sq [Lemma 6, point 2], it follows,ÿ
i1,i2Pt0,1u
Z1pW i1i2m r1sq ď 4Z1pW r1sm q. (47)
Hence, the process tZpW r1sm q : m ě 0u is a super-martingale and also when Bm`1 P
t01, 11u, we have ZpW r1sm`1q ď ZpW r1sm q2.
For d “ 2, from (35)-(38) with W “Wm, we have that
ZpW 00m r2sq “ ZpW 0mr1sqq ď 2ZpW r2sm q ´ ZpW r2sq2. (48)
ZpW 01m r2sq ď ZpW 0mr1sq ď 2ZpW r2sm q ´ ZpW r2sq2. (49)
ZpW 10m r2sqq “ ZpW 1mr1sq “ Z1pWmqZpW r2sm q. (50)
ZpW 11m r2sqq ď ZpW 1mr1sq “ Z1pWmqZpW r2sm q. (51)
From (48)-(51) and Z1pW q ď ZpW r2sq [Lemma 6, point 2], we have thatÿ
i1,i2Pt0,1u
ZpW i1i2m r2sqq ď 4ZpW r2sm q. (52)
Thus, process tZpW r2sm q : m ě 0u is a super-martingale, and also when Bm`1 P t10, 11u,
we have ZpW r2sm`1q ď ZpW r2sm q2.
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Lemma 14. Define the following events for d “ 1, 2,
Srdspδq :“ tω P Ω : Dm0,@m ě m0, ZpW rdsm q ă δu. (53)
T rdspδq :“ tω P Ω : Dm0,@m ě m0, ZpW rdsm q ą 1´ δu. (54)
Sdpδq :“ tω P Ω : Dm0,@m ě m0, ZdpWmq ă δ, Z3pWmq ă δu. (55)
Tdpδq :“ tω P Ω : Dm0,@m ě m0, ZdpWmq ą 1´ δu. (56)
Then,
(i) P pSrdspδq Y T rdspδqq “ 1, @d “ 1, 2.
(ii) Given td, d1u “ t1, 2u, then
(a) Srdspδq Ď Sd1pδq.
(b) T rdspδq Ď Td1pδq with probability 1.
Proof. Point piq: It follows directly from Lemmas 12 and 13. As a consequence, note that
any ω P Ω belongs to one of the sets, Sr1spδq X Sr2spδq, Sr1spδq X T r2spδq, T r1spδq X Sr2spδq
and T r1spδq X T r2spδq with probability 1. This will be used in the proof of Theorem 11,
below.
Point piiq.paq: From [lemma 6, point 2], we have Zd1pWmq ď ZpW rdsm q and Z3pWmq ď
ZpW rdsm q, for td, d1u “ t1, 2u. Then, it immediately follows by definitions of Srdspδq and
Sd1pδq that Srdspδq Ď Sd1pδq.
Point piiq.pbq2: We assume T rdspδq Ĺ Td1pδq with non-zero probability and disprove it by
contradiction. The above assumption implies that the following event,
E “ tω P Ω : ω P T rdspδq, ω R Td1pδqu, (57)
occurs with non-zero probability, that is, P pEq ą 0.
Define an event Em such that Zd1pWmq ď 1 ´ δ, that is, given B1 “ ω1, . . . , Bm “ ωm, we
have Zd1pWω1¨¨¨ωmq ď 1 ´ δ. Any ω P E belongs to infinitely many Em because if there
exists a m0 such that Zd1pWmq ą 1 ´ δ, for all m ą m0, this would imply ω P Td1pδq,
which is not true by assumption. Given ω P E, consider M “ tm1,m2, . . . u as the set of
instances such that for all mi PM , ω P Emi . Further, take m such that Bm`1 “ Bm`2 “ 11
happens, probability of such an event is given by P pBm`1 “ Bm`2 “ 11q “ 116 ą 0, for
any m ě 1, therefore, řmiPM P pBmi`1 “ Bmi`2 “ 11q “ 8. Since tBm : m ě 1u are
i.i.d. random variables, using Borel-Cantelli lemma, there are infinitely many mi PM for
which Bmi`1 “ Bmi`2 “ 11.
The condition ω P T rdspδq implies that ZpW rdsm q ą 1 ´ δ, for all m ě m0. Take a m ě m0
such that ω P Em, and Bm`1 “ Bm`2 “ 11. Then, we have the following for all d “ 1, 2,
ZpW rdsm`2q ď Zd1pWm`1qZpW rdsm`1q
ď Zd1pWmq2Zd1pWmqZdpW rdsm q
ď p1´ δq3 ă p1´ δq,
2Note that Td1pδq Ď T rdspδq, by the same reasoning as in the proof of previous point piiq.paq. Hence, point
piiq.pbq actually implies that T rdspδq “ Td1pδqwith probability 1.
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where both the first and second inequalities use (46) and (51), second inequality also
uses ZdpWm`1q “ ZdpWmq2 (from (33) and (34)) and third inequality follows from the
assumption that Zd1pWmq ď p1 ´ δq. Hence, we have a contradiction with the statement
that ZpW rdsm q ą 1´ δ for all m ě m0. Therefore, T rdspδq Ď Td1pδq holds with probability 1.
Proof of Theorem 11: We have the following by definition,
S1pδq X S2pδq “ A.
T1pδq X S2pδq “ B.
S1pδq X T2pδq “ C.
T1pδq X T2pδq “ D.
From point piiq.paq of Lemma 14, we have that Sr1spδq X Sr2spδq Ď S1pδq X S2pδq, which
means ω P Sr1s X Sr2s ùñ ω P S1pδq X S2pδq. Similarly, from point piiq.paq and point
piiq.pbq of Lemma 14, we have that,
Sr1spδq X T r2spδq Ă T1pδq X S2pδq.
T r1spδq X Sr2spδq Ă S1pδq X T2pδq.
T r1spδq X T r2spδq Ă T1pδq X T2pδq.
From point piq of Lemma 14, we know that Sr1spδq X Sr2spδq, Sr1spδq X T r2spδq, T r1spδq X
Sr2spδq and T r1spδq X T r2spδq occur with total probability 1, therefore we have that
Sr1spδq X Sr2spδq “ S1pδq X S2pδq “ A, (58)
Sr1spδq X T r2spδq “ T1pδq X S2pδq “ B, (59)
T r1spδq X Sr2spδq “ S1pδq X T2pδq “ C, (60)
T r1spδq X T r2spδq “ T1pδq X T2pδq “ D, (61)
and also P pAYB Y C YDq “ 1.
5 Quantum coding scheme
In this section, we propose a quantum polar coding scheme for CMP channels based on
multilevel channel polarization proven in the previous section.
5.1 Code construction
The construction for quantum polar code is illustrated in Figure 3, for N “ 23, where
the virtual channels are written above the wires corresponding to their channel inputs.
Similar to [1], to construct a quantum polar code of length N “ 2n, we start with N
copies of a CMP channelW and divide them into N2 pairs. Then, channel combining and
splitting procedure is applied on every pair, using our two-qubit Clifford unitary L as
channel combining operation, which gives N2 copies ofW0 :“WW andW1 :“WW .
In the next step, for all i1 P t0, 1u, we group together N2 copies of each W i1 , divide them
in N4 pairs, and once again apply channel combining and splitting procedure on each pair
which gives N4 copies of pW i1qi2 for all i1i2 P t0, 1u2. Basically, after each step, we group
together same copies of a virtual channel, divide them in pairs and do channel combining
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and splitting for each pair. Repeating this process for n steps, we get 2n virtual channels
denoted by W i1¨¨¨in , where i1 ¨ ¨ ¨ in P t0, 1un and the process stops after n steps as only
one copy of eachW i1¨¨¨in is available.
Furthermore, we can consider the same procedure as above on the N copies ofW#, the
classical counterpart ofW , using permutaion ΓpLq as channel combining operation. This
will provide a classical polar code construction, which synthesises 2n virtual channels
W#i1¨¨¨in for i1 ¨ ¨ ¨ in P t0, 1u. As it is explained in Section 2 (see also [3, Proposition 20
and Corollary 21]), there is one to one correspondence betweenW i1¨¨¨in andW#i1¨¨¨in in
the sense thatW i1¨¨¨in# ”W#i1¨¨¨in .
Figure 3: Quantum Polar code construction for N “ 23. Here, L is the two-qubit Clifford
gate from Figure 1.
5.2 Encoding
Consider n steps of polarization with n ą 0. The above construction synthesises N “ 2n
channels corresponding to each i P t0, 1, . . . , N ´ 1u. We shall further denote, Wpiq :“
W i1¨¨¨in , where i1 ¨ ¨ ¨ in is the binary representation of i P t0, 1, . . . , N ´ 1u. Similar to
Section 4, we define the following sets,
A “ ti P t0, 1, . . . , N ´ 1u : W piq is δ-noiselessu.
B “ ti P t0, 1, . . . , N ´ 1u : W piq is δ-half-noisy of type 1u.
C “ ti P t0, 1, . . . , N ´ 1u : W piq is δ-half-noisy of type 2u.
D “ ti P t0, 1, . . . , N ´ 1u : W piq is δ-noisyu.
From Theorem 11, it follows that for sufficiently large N , all but a vanishing fraction of
the elements from the set t0, 1, . . . , N ´ 1u, belong to one of the above sets. We further
define D¯ as complement of the set AY B Y C. The inputs to the virtual channelsWpiq are
supplied as following for the elements in A, B, C and D¯,
• If a P A, the correspondingWpaq is used for quantum communication.
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• If b P B, input to the corresponding Wpbq is set to |`y, the eigenstate of Pauli X
operator with eigenvalue 1.
• If c P C, input to the corresponding Wpcq is set to |0y, the eigenstate of Pauli Z
operator with eigenvalue 1.
• If d P D¯, input set to the correspondingWpdq is half of a preshared EPR pair and the
other half of EPR pair is given to the decoder.
With a slight abuse of notation, we shall denote A, B, C and D¯ as qudit quantum
systems with dimensions 2|A|, 2|B|, 2|C| and 2|D¯|, respectively. Let a quantum state ρA on
system A is encoded by supplying it as input to the virtual channels corresponding to
a P A. Define a maximally entangled state, denoted ΦDD1 , as following
ΦD¯D¯1 “ dPD¯Φdd1 , (62)
where indices d and d1 indicate the d-th qubits of systems D¯ and D¯1, respectively and
Φdd1 is the density matrix correponding to an EPR pair. Define ρ`B :“ bPB|`byx`b| and
ρ0C :“ cPC |0cyx0c|. Let also Gq denote the quantum polar transform, the unitary operator
defined by applying two-qubit Clifford unitaryL for n steps of polarization. The encoded
state, denoted by ϕABCD¯D¯1 , is then obtained by applyingGqID¯1 on the systemABCD¯D¯1,
as following
ϕABCD¯D¯1 :“ pGq  ID¯1qpρA  ρ`B  ρ0C  ΦD¯D¯1qpG:q  ID¯1q. (63)
As no errors occur on system D¯1, the quantum state of channel output is given by
ψABCD¯D¯1 :“ pWN  ID¯1qpϕABCD¯D¯1q. (64)
SinceW is a CMP channel, it follows that
ψABCD¯D¯1 “ pEABCD¯Gq  ID¯1qpρA  ρ`B  ρ0C  ΦD¯D¯1qpG:qE:ABCD¯  ID¯1q, (65)
for some Pauli error EABCD¯ P PN .
5.3 Decoding
The decoding is similar to [3], and which is performed in the three steps given below.
Step 1: Apply the inverse quantum polar transform on the channel output state. Ap-
plying G:q on the output state ψABCD¯D¯1 , we get that
ψABCD¯D¯1 “ pG:qEABCD¯Gq  ID¯1qpρA  ρ`B  ρ0C  ΦD¯D¯1qpG:qE:ABCD¯Gq  ID¯1q
“ pE1ABCD¯  ID¯1qpρA  ρ`B  ρ0C  ΦD¯D¯1qpE1ABCD¯  ID¯1q,
Where E1ABCD :“ G:qEABCD¯Gq. Since Gq P CN , where CN is the N -qubit Clifford group,
E1ABCD¯ P PN is also a Pauli error.
Step 2: Quantum measurement. Let E1ABCD¯1 “ aPAE1a bPB E1b cPC E1c dPD¯ E1d, where
E1a, E1b, E1c, E1d P P1. We know that anyE1i P P1 can be written asXu1Zu2 for u1u2 P t0, 1u2.
Decoder performs Pauli Xb measurement on systems b P B, which determines Pauli Z
component (u2) corresponding to E1b, Pauli Zc measurement on systems c P C, which
determines Pauli X component (u1) corresponding to E1c. Finally, decoder performs Bell
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measurement, that is Pauli Xd  Xd1 and Zd  Zd1 measurements on systems d P D¯ and
d1 P D1, which determines both Pauli X and Z components (u1u2) corresponding to E1d .
Step 3: Decode the classical polar code counterpart. Note that the error EABCD¯ can be
seen as the output of the classical vector channel pW#qN , when the “all-identity vector”
IN P P¯N1 is the channel input. However, by the definition of the classical channel W#,
we have pW#qN pEABCD¯ | IN q “ pW#qN pIN | EABCD¯q, meaning that we can equivalently
consider IN as being the observed channel output, and EABCD¯ (unknown) the channel
input. Hence, we have been given, piq u2 corresponding to E1b for any b P B piiq u1 corre-
sponding toE1c for any c P C piiiq u1u2 corresponding toE1d for any d P D¯, and pivq a noisy
observation (namely IN ) of EABCD¯ “ GcE1ABCD¯, where GcE1ABCD¯ “ GqE1ABCD¯G:q. We can
then use classical polar code decoding algorithm, namely successive cancelation decod-
ing, to recover the value of u1u2 corresponding to E1a for any a P A, u1 corresponding to
E1b for any b P B, and u2 corresponding to E1c for any c P C.
5.4 Number of Preshared EPR pairs
In this section, we give an upper bound on |D|N , that is, the fraction of virtual channels
requiring preshared EPR pairs, and also a lower bound on |B|`|C|N , that is, the fraction of
virtual channels frozen in either Pauli X or Z basis.
Proposition 15. Following inequalities hold for sufficiently large N ,
(a) |D|N ď ZpW r1sqZpW r2sq.
(b) |B|`|C|N ě 2´IpW q´2ZpW r1sqZpW r2sq,where IpW q is the symmetric mutual information
of W .
Proof. Point (a): From (35)- (38), we have the following for any W ,
ZpW 0r1sqZpW 0r2sq ď
´
2´ ZpW r2sq
¯
ZpW r1sqZpW r2sq.
ZpW 1r1sqZpW 1r2sq ď Z1pW qZpW r1sqZpW r2sq.
Using the above two equations, we have
ÿ
i1Pt0,1u
ZpW i1 r1sqZpW i1 r2sq ď 2ZpW r1sqZpW r2sq ´
´
ZpW r2sq ´ Z1pW q
¯
ZpW r1sqZpW r2sq (66)
ď 2ZpW r1sqZpW r2sq, (67)
where second inequality follows from ZpW r2sq ě Z1pW q. Applying (67) recursively, for
any W piq, with i1 ¨ ¨ ¨ in P t0, 1un being the binary representation of i P t0, . . . , N ´ 1u, we
have
N´1ÿ
i“0
ZpW piqr1sqZpW piqr2sq ď 2nZpW r1sqZpW r2sq. (68)
We know that for sufficiently large N “ 2n, all i belongs to one of the sets A, B, C and D
with probability 1. Further, using (58)-(61), we have
ZpW piqr1sqZpW piqr2sq Ñ
#
1, if i P D.
0, otherwise.
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Therefore, from (68), we have
|D| ď NZpW r1sqZpW r2sq.
Point (b): Recursively applying (32), we have
N´1ÿ
i“0
IpW piqq “ NIpW q. (69)
We know from Section 3 that IpW piqq Ñ 2 for i P A, IpW piqq Ñ 1 for i P B Y C, and
IpW piqq Ñ 0 for i P D. Thus, we have
2|A| ` |B| ` |C| “ NIpW q. (70)
Any i belongs to one of the subsetsA,B, C andD with probability 1. Therefore, it follows
|A| ` |B| ` |C| ` |D|
N
Ñ 1. (71)
From the above two equations, we have
|B| ` |C| ` 2|D| « N p2´ IpW qq . (72)
Since |D| ď NZpW r1sqZpW r2sq from part paq, we have
|B| ` |C| ě N
´
2´ IpW q ´ 2ZpW r1sqZpW r2sq
¯
.
The upper bounds in points paq and pbq of the above lemma are not strict in general as
one can get a stronger bound by recursively applying (66) instead of (67) to evaluate
N´1ř
i“0
ZpW piqr1sqZ2pW piqr2sq in (68). However, it is not possible to apply (66) recursively as
we only have upper bound for ZpW i1 r2sq.
5.5 Speed of Polarization
The reliability of successive cancellation decoding depends upon the speed of polariza-
tion, that is, if polarization happens fast enough, the block error probability of successive
cancellation decoding goes to zero. In this section, using the results from [2], we give a
fast polarization property for multilevel polarization, which ensures reliable decoding of
the quantum polar code constructed in the previous section.
Proposition 16. Let W :“ W# be classical counterpart of a CMP channel W , and consider
the quantum polar construction onW for n polarization steps using our two-qubit Clifford gate
L as channel combining operation. If PBe is the block error probability of successive cancellation
decoding, then we have the following as nÑ8,
PBe “ Op2n2´2βnq, (73)
for any 0 ă β ă 14 .
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Proof. From (43)-(46) and (48)-(51), for all d “ 1, 2 and ωi P t0, 1u2, we have that
ZpWωi rdsq ď
#
2ZpW rdsq, with probability 12
ZpW rdsq2, with probability 12
Therefore, from [2], for any sequence ω “ ω1 ¨ ¨ ¨ωm, with n “ 2m, and ωk P t0, 1u2,@k ą
0, such that ZpW pωqrdsq Ñ 0 as mÑ8, we have that
ZpW piqrdsq ď 2´2αm , for any 0 ă α ă 1
2
. (74)
From (53), the condition ZpW pωqrdsq Ñ 0 as m Ñ 8 implies that ω P Srdspδq with δ Ñ 0.
From (58)-(61), we know that Sr1spδq “ AYB and Sr2spδq “ AY C. Therefore, the above
equation holds for ω P AYB when d “ 1 and ω P AY C when d “ 2.
From [7, Proposition 2], the symbol error probability of maximum likelihood decoder, de-
noted by Pe, is upper bounded as PepW q ď 3ZpW q, and PepW rdsq ď ZpW rdsq. Therefore,
the block error probabilty of succesive cancellation decoding, PBe , can be upper bounded
as below for sufficiently large codelength 2n,
PBe ď
ÿ
aPA
3ZpW paqq `
ÿ
bPB
ZpW pbqr1sq `
ÿ
cPC
ZpW pcqr2sq
ď
ÿ
a
2
”
ZpW paqr1sq ` ZpW paqr2sq
ı
`
ÿ
bPB
ZpW pbqr1sq `
ÿ
cPC
ZpW pcqr2sq
ď p4|A| ` |B| ` |C|q2´2αm , as mÑ8
ď 2n`22´2αm ,
where second inequality uses [Lemma 6, Point 2] and third inequality follows from (74).
Therefore, PBe “ Op2n2´2βnq for any 0 ă β ă 14 , which implies PBe Ñ 0 as nÑ8.
6 An alternative construction
In this section, we introduce an alternative construction for quantum polar codes, the
goal of which is to improve the speed of polarization. It is shown in the next section by
a computer program for a quantum erasure channel that the polarization occurs signifi-
cantly faster for the alternative construction compared to the previous construction.
Firstly, we note the following circuit equivalence,
H W
H W
H W
H W
H
H
H
H
”
W
W
W
W
(a) (b)
Figure 4: (a) and (b) are equivalent quantum circuits.
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In circuit pbq, the CNOT gate is used in both steps, however the control and target
are interchanged after the first step. To make this clear, let’s denote L1 and L2 for the
CNOT gate in the first and second step, respectively. The quantum circuits paq and pbq
are equivalent in the sense that given any 4-qubit quantum state as input, output of the
both quantum circuits paq and pbq are identical. Therefore, the virtual channels obtained
after two steps of channel combining and splitting are equal for both circuits paq and pbq.
Hence, one will basically achieve the same multilevel polarization as in previous section
by using CNOT gates L1 and L2 as channel combining operation alternatively for odd
and even steps of polarizations, respectively. In other words, L1 is used to combine two
copies ofW , and then L2 is used to combine two copies ofW i1 , for all i1 P t0, 1u, again
L1 is used to combine two copies ofW i1i2 , for all i1, i2 P t0, 1u, and so on.
Here, we propose an alternative construction, where instead of using L1 and L2 for odd
and even steps of polarization, an optimal choice is made at each polarization step, as
described below using the classical counterpart viewpoint.
Let Γ1 and Γ2 be the permutations asscoiated with L1 and L2, respectively. Define
T pΓ,W q :“ Z `pW Γ W qr1s˘ ` Z `pW Γ W qr2s˘, where W is the classical counterpart
of W . For combining two copies of W , Γ P tΓ1,Γ2u is selected as channel combining
operation if T pΓ,W q “ min pT pΓ1,W q, T pΓ2,W qq. A similar selection process takes place
at each polarization step, so that two copies of a virtual channel W i1¨¨¨ik are combined
using the permutation Γpi1¨¨¨ikq P tΓ1,Γ2uminimizing T pΓpi1¨¨¨ikq,W i1¨¨¨ikq.
We now give the following lemma for the Bhattacharya parameter of partial channels
associated with virtual channels, W W and W W , using permutations Γ1 and Γ2.
Lemma 17. Let W 0 :“ W  W and W 1 :“ W  W , and for x ď a, y ď b, we denote
px, yq ď pa, bq. When Γ1 is used as channel combining operation, we have´
ZpW ir1sq, ZpW ir2sq
¯
ď
#`
ZpW r1sq, 2ZpW r2sq ´ ZpW r2sq2˘ , when i “ 0`
ZpW r1sq, Z1pW qZpW r2sq
˘
, when i “ 1
and when Γ2 is used as channel combining operation, we have´
ZpW ir1sq, ZpW ir2sq
¯
ď
#`
2ZpW r1sq ´ ZpW r1sq2, ZpW r2sq˘ , when i “ 0`
Z2pW qZpW r1sq, ZpW r2sq
˘
, when i “ 1
Proof. We have omitted the proof of the lemma as it is basically the same proof as Lemma 10.
It can be verified from the above inequalities that (67), i.e.,
ř
i1Pt0,1u ZpW i1
r1sqZpW i1 r2sq
ď 2ZpW r1sqZpW r2sq, holds for both Γ1 and Γ2. This implies that the upper bound on the
number of preshared EPR pairs from point paq of Proposition (15) holds for the alternative
construction. It is also easy to verify that the point pbq of Proposition (15) holds as well
for both Γ1 and Γ2.
7 Quantum Erasure Channel
In this section, we construct quantum polar codes for quantum erasure channels using
both the first and second construction, and compare them in terms of their speed of po-
larization using a computer program.
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Consider the following quantum erasure channel with erasure probability  ą 0,
WEpρAq “ p1´ q|0F yx0F | ρA ` |1F yx1F | IA
2
. (75)
The receiver is given a classical flag F along with the quantum output A. If F is found to
be in |0y, output state is same as the input state ρA and if it is in |1y state, output state is
the maximally mixed state IA2 . The quantum erasure channel is a CMP channel as it can
be written as,
WEpρAq “ p1´ q|0F yx0F |W0pρAq ` |1F yx1F |W1pρAq, (76)
where W0pρAq “ ρA and W1pρAq “ 14 rρA ` XρAX ` Y ρAY ` ZρAZs “ IA2 for any ρA,
are clearly Pauli channels. Therefore,W#E , the classical counterpart ofWE , is the classical
mixture ofW#0 andW#1 with probablities 1´ and , respectively. Here,W#0 is an identity
channel as W#0 pi | jq “ δij ,@i, j P t0, 1u2, and W#1 completely randomizes the two-bit
input asW#1 pi | jq “ 14 ,@i, j P t0, 1u2. Thus,W#E can be considered as a classical erasure
channel with two-bits x1x2 as input and the erasure probability W#E p?, ? | x1, x2q “ .
Here, symbol ? represents the erasure of one bit.
We denoteW :“W#E from here. ForW , two bit-input x1, x2 is either transmitted perfectly
with probability 1 ´ , or both bits are erased with probability  . However, polarizing
W yields virtual channels that may erase only one bit, either x1 or x2 (see also Lemma 18
below). For this reason, we define a more general erasure channel W 1.
Definition 18. (Bit-level erasure channel) A bit-level erasure channel is defined by the following
transition probabilities,
W 1p?, x2|x1, x2q “ 1,W 1px1, ?|x1, x2q “ 2,W 1p?, ?|x1, x2q “ 3,@x1, x2 P t0, 1u. (77)
The erasure channel W is a special case of the bit-level erasure channel with 1 “ 2 “
0, and 3 “ . In the next lemma, we give ZpW 1r1sq and ZpW 1r2sq, Z1pW 1q and Z2pW 1q.
Lemma 19. Following equalities hold for the bit-level erasure channel W 1,
ZpW 1r1sq “ Z2pW 1q “ 1 ` 3
ZpW 1r2sq “ Z1pW 1q “ 2 ` 3 (78)
Proof. Given two bits x1, x2 as the input toW 1, x1 and x2 are inputs to the partial channels
W 1r1s and W 1r2s, respectively. It is not very difficult to see that W 1r1s and W 1r2s are binary-
input erasure channels. The erasure probailities of x1 and x2 are 1 ` 3 and 2 ` 3,
respectively. Since the Bhattacharyya parameter is equal to the erasure probability for
any binary-input erasure channel, it follows thatZpW 1r1sq “ 1`3 andZpW 1r2sq “ 2`3.
Moreover, Z1pW 1q “ 2 ` 3 as for any x1, x2,
a
W py|x1, x2qW py|x1, x2 ‘ 1q is non-zero
only when y “ x1, ? or y “?, ?. Similarly, Z2pW 1q “ 1 ` 3.
Taking advantage of the above lemma, we will only use quantities ZpW 1r1sq and ZpW 1r2sq
from now on. Also, from (7) and Lemma 19, the symmetric mutual information of W 1,
IpW 1q “ 2´ ZpW 1r1sq ´ ZpW 1r2sq. (79)
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7.1 First construction
Here, we consider the quantum polar code construction given in Section 5. Firstly, we
prove the following lemma for the partial channels.
Lemma 20. Given W 1 is a bit-level erasure channel, let W 10 :“ W 1 Γ W 1 and W 11 :“ W 1 Γ
W 1 be the synthesised virtual channels for channel combining operation Γ “ ΓpLq (Figure 2).
Then, W 10 and W 11 are again bit-level erasure channels and the inequalities for partial channels
ZpW 1i1 rd1sq in (35)-(38) are equality, that is,
ZpW 10r1sq “ 2ZpW 1r2sq ´ ZpW 1r2sq2. (80)
ZpW 10r2sq “ ZpW 10r1sq. (81)
ZpW 11r1sq “ ZpW 1r2sq2. (82)
ZpW 11r2sq “ ZpW 1r1sq. (83)
Proof. Erasure probabilities for W 10,
01 :“W 10p?, x2|x1, x2q “ 2 ` p1´ 1 ´ 2 ´ 3q ˆ p2 ` 3q.
02 :“W 10px1, ?|x1, x2q “ 1 ˆ p1´ 2 ´ 3q.
03 :“W 10p?, ?|x1, x2q “ 3 ` 1 ˆ p2 ` 3q.
Erasure probabilities for W 11,
11 :“W 11p?, x2|x1, x2q “ 2 ˆ p2 ` 3q.
12 :“W 11px1, ?|x1, x2q “ 1 ` 3 ˆ p1´ 2 ´ 3q.
13 :“W 10p?, ?|x1, x2q “ 3 ˆ p2 ` 3q.
Note that even when W 1 is a erasure channel, that is, 1 “ 2 “ 0, we have 01 “ 12 “
p1´ 3q3, which is non-zero except when 3 P t0, 1u. Therefore, virtual channels W 10 and
W 11, are bit-level erasure channels in general. From Lemma 19, we have that
ZpW 10r1sq “ 01 ` 03 “ 2ZpW 1r2sq ´ ZpW 1r2sq2.
ZpW 10r2sq “ 02 ` 03 “ ZpW 1r1sq.
ZpW 11r1sq “ 11 ` 13 “ ZpW 1r2sq2.
ZpW 11r2sq “ 12 ` 13 “ ZpW 1r1sq.
Applying Lemma 20 recursively, we can compute pZpW piqr1sq, ZpW piqr2sqq for any virtual
channel W piq with i “ i1 ¨ ¨ ¨ in P t0, 1un.
7.2 Second construction
Here, we consider the alternative construction proposed in the Section 6. First of all, we
give the following Lemma for Γ1 and Γ2, the permutations associated with the CNOT
gates L1 and L2.
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Lemma 21. Given a bit-level erasure channelW 1, letW 10 :“W 1ΓW 1 andW 11 :“W 1ΓW 1.
Then, for Γ “ Γ1 as channel combining operation, we have´
ZpW 1ir1sq, ZpW 1ir2sq
¯
“
#`
ZpW 1r1sq, 2ZpW 1r2sq ´ ZpW 1r2sq2˘ , when i “ 0`
ZpW 1r1sq, ZpW 1r2sq2˘ , when i “ 1
and for Γ “ Γ2 as channel combining operation, we have´
ZpW 1ir1sq, ZpW 1ir2sq
¯
“
#`
2ZpW 1r1sq ´ ZpW 1r1sq2, ZpW 1r2sq˘ , when i “ 0`
ZpW 1r1sq2, ZpW 1r2sq˘ , when i “ 1
Proof. The proof has been omitted as it is basically the same proof as in Lemma 20.
Recall from Section 6 that Γ P tΓ1,Γ2u is chosen as channel combining operation if
T pΓ,W q “ minpT pΓ1,W q, T pΓ2,W qq. From Lemma 21, for a virtual channel W 1i1¨¨¨ik , we
have T pΓ1,W 1i1¨¨¨ikq “ ZpW 1i1¨¨¨ik r1sq`ZpW 1i1¨¨¨ik r2sq2, and T pΓ2,W 1i1¨¨¨ikq “ ZpW 1i1¨¨¨ik r1sq2
` ZpW 1i1¨¨¨ik r2sq. Therefore, for a virtual channel W i1¨¨¨in , we can determine the optimal
permutation from tΓ1,Γ2u, and subsequently compute pZpW i1¨¨¨ik r1sq, ZpW i1¨¨¨ik r2sqq us-
ing Lemma 21.
7.3 Numerical Results
It follows from Lemmas 20 and 21 that for a bit-level erasure channel W 1, (67) is an
equality for both the first and second construction, i.e.,
ř
i1Pt0,1u ZpW i1
r1sqZpW i1 r2sq “
2ZpW r1sqZpW r2sq. Therefore, the upper bound on |D| and the lower bound on |B| ` |C|
from Proposition 15 are equalities in this case for both first and second constructions.
Hence, as N Ñ8, we have
|D|
N
Ñ ZpW 1r1sqZpW 1r2sq, (84)
|B| ` |C|
N
Ñ
´
ZpW 1r1sq ` ZpW 1r2sq ´ 2ZpW 1r1sqZpW 1r2sq
¯
, (85)
|A|
N
Ñ
´
1´ ZpW 1r1sq ´ ZpW 1r2sq ` ZpW 1r1sqZpW 1r2sq
¯
, (86)
where the first equation is obtained from [Proposition 15, point (a)], the second equation
is obtained from [Proposition 15, point (b)] and (79), and the third equation is obtained
by using |A|`|B|`|C|`|D|N Ñ 1.
We now consider a quantum erasure channel with erasure probability W p?, ?|x1, x2q “
0.1. From Lemma 19, ZpW r1sq “ ZpW r2sq “ 0.1. From above three equations, it follows
that |D|N Ñ 0.01, |B|`|C|N Ñ 0.18 and |A|N Ñ 0.81 as N Ñ8. Therefore, we have saved 9% of
EPR pairs as compared to [3], and are left with only 1% of preshared EPR pairs. For this
erasure channel, we perform a numerical simulation for n “ 20 steps of polarization for
both the first and second construction, and compare their speed of polarization.
In Figure 5, the value of parameter T piq :“ ZpW piqr1sq `ZpW piqr2sq is plotted for both first
and second constructions after n “ 20 steps of polarization. Polarization is evident in the
figure, especially for the second construction, as T piq approaches faster the limit values
0, 1, or 2. In particular, T piq Ñ 0, the plateau in the begining of the plot, corresponds to
i P A; T piq Ñ 1, the plateau in the middle of the plot, corresponds to i P B Y C, and
T piq Ñ 2, the plateau in the end of the plot, corresponds to i P D.
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Figure 5: T piq values for a quantum erasure channel with erasure probability
W p?, ?|x1, x2q “ 0.1 after n “ 20 polarization steps. The virtual channel indices
i P t0, . . . , 2n ´ 1u are sorted according to increasing T piq values.
For δ “ 10´6, comparison of the first and second constructions are made in the following
table,
|A|
N
|B|`|C|
N
|D|
N
|A|`|B|`|C|`|D|
N
First construction 0.49438 0.03021 0.00046 0.52505
second construction 0.64493 0.07359 0.00071 0.71923
Therefore, the numerical simulation suggests that the polarization happens significantly
faster for the second construction compared to the first one.
8 Conclusion
For the family of Pauli channels (in fact, more general CMP channels), we have proven
multilevel polarization using a fixed two-qubit Clifford unitary as channel combining op-
eration. We have shown that the multilevel polarization can be used to build an efficient
quantum code and allows to reduce the number of preshared EPR pairs with respect
to [3]. Finally, we have presented an alternative construction to improve the speed of
polarization and have shown by numerical simulation that the speed of polarization im-
proves significantly for a quantum erasure channel. A natural future direction would
be to investigate whether the number of preshared EPR pairs can be further reduced by
combining several two-qubit Cliffords.
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A Proof of Lemma 6
Point 1: The Bhattacharyya parameter for partial channel W rd1s is given by,
ZpW rd1sq “
ÿ
y
b
W rd1spy|0qW rd1spy|1q
“ 1
2
ÿ
y
gffe ÿ
l P t0, d1u
m P td2, d3u
W py|lqW py|mq
ď 1
2
ÿ
l P t0, d1u
m P td2, d3u
ÿ
y
a
W py|lqW py|mq
“ Zd2pW q ` Zd3pW q,
where second equality follows from (21), third inequality follows from
ař
x ax ď
ř
x
?
ax
and fourth equality follows from l ‘m P td2, d3u,@l,m as d3 “ d1 ‘ d2 and (12).
Point 2: For W rd1s, we consider the following two-dimensional vectors:
~B0pyq “ p
a
W py|0q,aW py|d1qq.
~B1pyq “ p
a
W py|d2q,
a
W py|d1 ‘ d2qq.
~B2pyq “ p
a
W py|d1 ‘ d2q,
a
W py|d2qq.
Then, we have that,
| ~B0pyq| “
a
W py|0q `W py|d1q.
| ~B1pyq| “ | ~B2pyq| “
a
W py|d2q `W py|d1 ‘ d2q.
~B0pyq ¨ ~B1pyq “
a
W py|0qaW py|d2q `aW py|d1qaW py|d1 ‘ d2q.
~B0pyq ¨ ~B2pyq “
a
W py|0qaW py|d1 ‘ d2q `aW py|d1qaW py|d2q.
From the definitions of ZpW risq and ZdpW q, it follows:
ZpW rd1sq “ 1
2
ÿ
y
| ~B0pyq|| ~B1pyq| “ 1
2
ÿ
y
| ~B0pyq|| ~B2pyq|. (87)
Zd2pW q “ 12
ÿ
y
~B0pyq ¨ ~B1pyq. (88)
Zd3pW q “ Zd1‘d2pW q “ 12
ÿ
y
~B0pyq ¨ ~B2pyq. (89)
Then, from Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, we have that
ZdpW q ď ZpW rd1sq, for d “ d2, d3. (90)
Point 3: IpW q can be written as following [4, Lemma 10]
IpW q “ 1
4
ÿ
y
ÿ
xPP¯1
W py|xq log2
W py|xq
P pyq
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“ 1
4
ÿ
y
1
6
ÿ
dPtd1,d2,d3u
ÿ
x
“
W py|xq log2
W py|xq
P pyq `W py|x‘ dq log2
W py|x‘ dq
P pyq
‰
“ 1
24
ÿ
dPtd1,d2,d3u
ÿ
x
W py|xq log2
W py|xq
1
2 rW py|xq `W py|x‘ dqs
`W py|x‘ dq log2
W py|x‘ dq
1
2 rW py|xq `W py|x‘ dqs
` 1
12
ÿ
y
ÿ
dPtd1,d2,d3u
ÿ
x
W py|xq `W py|x‘ dq
2
log2
1
2 rW py|xq `W py|x‘ dqs
P pyq
“ 1
12
ÿ
dPtd1,d2,d3u
ÿ
x
IpWx,x‘dq ` 1
6
ÿ
y
ÿ
dPtd1,d2,d3u
W py|0q `W py|dq
2
log2
1
2 rW py|0q `W py|dqs
P pyq
` 1
12
ÿ
y
ÿ
dPtd1,d2,d3u
ÿ
x‰0,d
W py|xq `W py|x‘ dq
2
log2
1
2 rW py|xq `W py|x‘ dqs
P pyq
“ 1
3
ÿ
d‰0
IdpW q ` 1
6
ÿ
dPtd1,d2,d3u
ÿ
y
”
W rdspy|0q log2
W rdspy|0q
P pyq `W
rdspy|1q log2
W rdspy|1q
P pyq
ı
“ 1
3
ÿ
d‰0
IdpW q ` 1
3
ÿ
dPt1,2,3u
IpW rdsq,
where IdpW q is defined in Section 2.2. Also, IpW rdsq is the symmetric mutual information
of the binary-input partial channel W rds. Using IpWx,x1q ď
a
1´ ZpWx,x1q2 from [1], and
concavity of the function fpxq “ ?1´ x2, we have that
IpW q ď 1
3
ÿ
dPt1,2,3u
a
1´ ZdpW q2 ` 1
3
ÿ
iPt1,2,3u
b
1´ ZpW risq2. (91)
B Proof of Lemma 9
Proof. Proof of (33):
Z1pW W q “ 1
4
ÿ
y1,y2,u1,u2
v1,v2
apW W qpy1, y2, u1, u2|v1, v2qpW W qpy1, y2, u1, u2|v1, v2 ` 1q
“ 1
16
ÿ
y1,y2,u1,u2
v1,v2
W py1|u2, u1 ` v1q
a
W py2|u2 ` v2, v1qW py2|u2 ` v2 ` 1, v1q
“ 1
16
ÿ
y2,u1,u2
v1,v2
a
W py2|u2 ` v2, v1qW py2|u2 ` v2 ` 1, v1q
“ 1
4
ÿ
u1,u2
Z2pW q “ Z2pW q. (92)
Proof of (34):
Z2pW W q “ 1
4
ÿ
y1,y2,u1,u2
v1,v2
apW W qpy1, y2, u1, u2|v1, v2qpW W qpy1, y2, u1, u2|v1 ` 1, v2q
“ 1
16
ÿ
y1,u1,u2
a
W py1|u2, u1 ` v1qW py1|u2, u1 ` v1 ` 1q
¨
ÿ
y2,v1,v2
a
W py2|u2 ` v2, v1qW py2|u2 ` v2, v1 ` 1q
24
“ Z1pW q2. (93)
C Proof of Lemma 10
The transition probabilities of the partial channels (see (18) and (19)) pW  W qris and
pW W qrjs with i, j P t1, 2u is given by
pWW qr1spy1, y2|u1q “ pW W qpy1, y2|u1, 0q ` pW W qpy1, y2|u1, 1q
2
“ 1
8
ÿ
v1,v2
rW py1|0, u1 ` v1qW py2|v2, v1q `W py1|1, u1 ` v1qW py2|v2 ` 1, v1qs
“ 1
8
ÿ
v1
rW py1|0, u1 ` v1q
ÿ
v2
W py2|v2, v1q `W py1|1, u1 ` v1q
ÿ
v2
W py2|v2 ` 1, v1qs
“ 1
4
ÿ
v1
rW py1|0, u1 ` v1qW r2spy2|v1q `W py1|1, u1 ` v1qW r2spy2|v1qs
“ 1
2
ÿ
v1
W r2spy1|u1 ` v1qW r2spy2|v1q. (94)
pWW qr2spy1, y2|u2q “ pW W qpy1, y2|0, u2q ` pW W qpy1, y2|1, u2q
2
“ 1
8
ÿ
v1,v2
rW py1|u2, v1qW py2|u2 ` v2, v1q `W py1|u2, v1 ` 1qW py2|u2 ` v2, v1qs
“ 1
8
ÿ
v1
rW py1|u2, v1q
ÿ
v2
W py2|u2 ` v2, v1q `W py1|u2, v1 ` 1q
ÿ
v2
W py2|u2 ` v2, v1qs
“ 1
4
ÿ
v1
rW py1|u2, v1q `W py1|u2, v1 ` 1qsW r2spy2|v1q
“ 1
2
W r1spy1|u2q
ÿ
v1
W r2spy2|v1q. (95)
pW W qr1spy1, y2, u1, u2|v1q “ pW W qr1spy1, y2, u1, u2|v1, 0q ` pW W qr1spy1, y2|v1, 1q
2
“ 1
8
“
W py1|u2, u1 ` v1qW py2|u2, v1q `W py1|u2, u1 ` v1qW py2|u2 ` 1, v1q
‰
“ 1
4
W py1|u2, u1 ` v1qW r2spy2|v1q. (96)
pW W qr2spy1, y2, u1, u2|v2q “ pW W qr1spy1, y2, u1, u2|0, v2q ` pW W qr1spy1, y2|1, v2q
2
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“ W py1|u2, u1qW py2|u2 ` v2, 0q `W py1|u2, u1 ` 1qW py2|u2 ` v2, 1q
8
.
(97)
Proof of (35): From (94), we have that
pW W qr1spy1, y2|0q “ W r2spy1|0qW r2spy2|0q `W r2spy1|1qW r2spy2|1q
2
pW W qr1spy1, y2|1q “ W r2spy1|0qW r2spy2|1q `W r2spy1|1qW r2spy2|0q
2
Define αpy1q “W r2spy1|0q, βpy2q “W r2spy2|0q, δpy1q “W r2spy1|1q and γpy2q “W r2spy2|1q.
Then,
ZpW r2sq “
ÿ
y1
a
αpy1qδpy1q “
ÿ
y2
a
βpy2qγpy2q (98)ÿ
y1
αpy1q “
ÿ
y1
δpy1q “
ÿ
y2
βpy2q “
ÿ
y2
γpy2q “ 1 (99)
The Bhattacharyya parameter of the partial channel pW W qr1s is given by
Z
`pW W qr1s˘ “ ÿ
y1,y2
b
pW W qr1spy1, y2|0qpW W qr1spy1, y2|1q
“ 1
2
ÿ
y1,y2
a
αpy1qβpy2q ` δpy1qγpy2q
a
αpy1qγpy2q ` δpy1qβpy2q
ď 1
2
ÿ
y1
rαpy1q ` δpy1qs
ÿ
y2
a
βpy2qγpy2q ` 1
2
ÿ
y1
a
αpy1qδpy1q
ÿ
y2
rβpy2q ` γpy2qs
´
ÿ
y1,y2
a
αpy1qδpy1qβpy2qγpy2q
“ 2ZpW r2sq ´ ZpW r2sq2,
where for third inequality, we have used the following ineqaulity from [1]apαβ ` δγqpαγ ` δβq ď paαβ `aγδqp?αγ `aδβq ´ 2aαβγδ. (100)
and fourth equality follows from (98) and (99).
Proof of (36): The Bhattacharyya parameter of the partial channel pW W qr2s is given by
ZppW W qr2sq “ 1
2
ÿ
y1,y2
b
pW W qr2spy1, y2|0qbpW W qr2spy1, y2|1q
“ 1
2
ÿ
y1
b
W r1spy1|0qW r1spy1|1q
ÿ
y2
ÿ
v1
W r1spy2|v1q
“ ZpW r1sq,
where second equality follows from (95).
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Proof of (37): The Bhattacharyya parameter of the partial channel pW W qr1s is given by
Z
`pW W qr1s˘ “ ÿ
y1,y2,u1,u2
b
pW W qr1spy1, y2, u1, u2|0qpW W qr1spy1, y2, u1, u2|1q
“ 1
4
ÿ
y1
ÿ
u1,u2
a
W py1|u2, u1qW py1|u2, u1 ` 1q
ÿ
y2
b
W r2spy2|0qW r2spy2|1q
“ Z1pW qZpW r2sq, (101)
where second equality follows from (96).
Proof of (38): The Bhattacharyya parameter of the partial channel pW W qr2s is given by
Z
`pW W qr2s˘ “ ÿ
y1,y2,u1,u2
b
pW W qr2spy1, y2, u1, u2|0qpW W qr2spy1, y2, u1, u2|1q
ď
ÿ
y1,y2,u2
dÿ
u1
pW W qr2spy1, y2, u1, u2|0qÿ
u11
pW W qr2spy1, y2, u11, u2|1q
“ 1
4
ÿ
y1,y2,u2
gffe1
2
˜ÿ
u1
W py1|u2, u1q
¸
W py2|u2, 0q ` 1
2
˜ÿ
u1
W py1|u2, u1 ` 1q
¸
W py2|u2, 1q
¨
gfffe1
2
¨˝ÿ
u11
W py1|u2, u11q‚˛W py2|u2 ` 1, 0q ` 12
¨˝ÿ
u11
W py1|u2, u11 ` 1q‚˛W py2|u2 ` 1, 1q
“ 1
2
ÿ
y1,y2,u2
W r1spy1|u2q
c
W py2|u2, 0q `W py2|u2, 1q
2
c
W py2|u2 ` 1, 0q `W py2|u2 ` 1, 0q
2
“ 1
2
ÿ
y2,u2
b
W r1spy2|u2qW r1spy2|u2 ` 1q
“ ZpW r1sq,
where for the second inequality, consider vectors ~Apy1, y2, u2q “ p
apW W qr2spy1, y2, u1, u2|0qqu1
and ~Bpy1, y2, u2q “ p
apW W qr2spy1, y2, u1, u2|1qqu1 . Then, it follows from the Cauchy
-Schwartz inequality, | ~Apy1, y2, u2q ¨ ~Bpy1, y2, u2q| ď | ~Apy1, y2, u2q|| ~Bpy1, y2, u2q|. The third
equality follows from (97).
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